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Valant e-learning platform user experience 

Litmos Team Leader View 
As a champion at your organization you have access to the “Team Leader View”, which allows 

you to have visibility over the learning performance of the users at your organization. 

A small practice will be constituted of one team only, even when the members may be enrolled 

into a different combination of courses: 

 

                                                   

 

 

A large institution will be constituted of several teams where the members of each team are 

enrolled into the same list of courses. The members of a team usually have the same roles 

and/or responsibilities within Valant’s EMR. 

The team leader/champion has visibility over all the teams. 
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When champions log into Litmos they have access to more options and menu tabs, however, 

the ‘Quick Actions’ panel is restricted to Valant administrators. 

 

               

 

In order to take a course as students, champions need to click on the dark yellow button labeled 

“Switch to learner view”. In order to return to the team leader view they will click on “Switch to 

admin view”: 
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The People tab will display a list of all the students regardless of the sub team they belong to: 

                 

The Teams tab will show the top level team and sub teams. This is the fastest way to access 

performance information related to one single user. 
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Within a team, clicking on a name will display the student’s profile. The Courses subtab will 

display the courses the student is enrolled into and whether he or she has completed them: 

    

A course that shows “0% complete” means the student has not viewed all the slides of a course. 

If the student has visualized less than 75% of the slides, it will still show “0% complete”. 

When a student views >75% of the slides of a course, it will show as “complete” (module) and 

50% complete (course). 

When the student passes the assessment, the entire course will be marked as “100% 

Complete”. 

 

 

Reports 

Course report 

The course report allows team leaders to see who has completed a specific course within a list 

of students. 

1. Click on Reports in the top menu 

2. Click on Courses on the right-hand bar 

3. Select a course from the list. 
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Reading the scores 

Out of the three components of a course (Learning module, Assessment, and Survey), only the 

first two are required in order for the system to mark the course as “Complete”. Each one of 

these two modules accounts for 50% of the final mark. 

As explained above, the Learning Module will only be marked as “complete” when >75% of the 

slides have been viewed by the learner. If less than 75% of the slides have been viewed, the 

module will display the module is “in progress” and the course is “0% complete”. 

 View of modules within a course:
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View of the list of courses when the student has completed the course but has not passed the 

assessment: 

                 

If your organization does not require students to take the assessment, a 50% completion status 

should be enough to consider the course completed, since that could mean they have visualized 

all the learning content. 

 

People Report 

A People Report allows you to see how many courses students have completed out of the total 

courses they are enrolled into. 

In the following example, we see a small practice where every student is enrolled into a different 

amount of courses. That means they have different roles. 

 

If you belong to a large organization, all the members of a team will be enrolled into the same 

amount of courses; in this case you can also use the Teams Report. 

 

Most Common Issue 

There may be cases where Litmos users report having completed a course, but the course still 

shows a 0% or 50% completion rate. This is caused by the user accessing a learning module for 

a second time after having already completed the lesson. Accessing a course for a second time 

resets the completion rate as suggested by the button Start Over which is only visible by users 
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who have already completed the course:

 

Workaround: In order to keep the “Completed” status after accessing the course for a second 

time, users need to go through all of the slides before clicking on Exit. This task can be 

performed in a few seconds by using the navigation bar at the bottom of the screen. 

This issue is also explained in the “Valant e-learning user experience” document that you may 

have received along with this guide. 


